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Those Who Dwell Below
About the Book
An exciting follow-up to the critically acclaimed Those Who Run in the Sky from rising literary star 
Aviaq Johnston.

Haunted by the vicious creatures of his recent past, Pitu tries to go back to a normal life at home 
after the other-worldly travels and near-death encounters of his recent disappearance into the 
world of the spirits. But Pitu knows that there is more work to be done, and more that he must 
learn in his new role as a shaman.

When word of a starving village nearby reaches Pitu, he must go help its people appease the 
angry spirits. It soon becomes clear that Pitu must travel to the bottom of the ocean to meet 
Nuliajuk, the vengeful woman below, one of the most powerful beings in Inuit mythology.

There he learns about his role in saving the starving community and that all in his home camp 
may not be as it seems . . . 

About the Author
Aviaq Johnston is a young Inuk author from Igloolik, Nunavut. Her debut novel Those Who Run 
in the Sky was released in the spring of 2017. In 2014, she won first place in the Aboriginal Arts 
and Stories competition for her short story “Tarnikuluk,” which also earned her a Governor 
General’s History Award. Aviaq is a graduate of Nunavut Sivuniksavut, and she has a diploma 
in social service work from Canadore College. Aviaq loves to travel and has lived in Australia 
and Vietnam. She spends most of her time reading, writing, studying, and procrastinating. She 
goes back and forth between Iqaluit, Nunavut, and Ottawa, Ontario.

About the Illustrator
From his early days of reading sci-fi and fantasy books, Toma Feizo Gas has been fascinated 
with the dramatic scenes portrayed on the covers of those books. There started his lifelong love 
affair with telling stories through pictures. Today, Toma’s key influence remains the people in 
these stories, the motives that drive us, and the decisions that shape us, propelling him to craft 
bold visual statements and contrast in his own art. As a career illustrator, his work can be found 
gracing the pages and covers of titles such as Dungeons & Dragons, Pathfinder, the Star Wars and 
Mutant Chronicles role-playing games, as well as several upcoming fantasy novel series.
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Note to Educators
This guide is geared toward students in Grades 9 to 12, and contains pre-reading activities, 
chapter-by-chapter discussion questions, and extension activities focused on the novel 
Those Who Dwell Below by Aviaq Johnston. The activities and discussion questions may be 
modified to suit the learning needs of your students. Students will participate in reading, 
writing, comprehension, and reflection activities to analyze and respond to the story. 
Students will respond to discussion questions, either orally or in writing, that encourage text-
to-text, text-to-self, and text-to-world connections. This guide is intended for use with a class 
set of Those Who Dwell Below.

Those Who Dwell Below is the sequel to Those Who Run in the Sky by Aviaq Johnston. You are 
encouraged to read Those Who Run in the Sky with your class before reading and completing 
the activities for Those Who Dwell Below. This will ensure that students fully understand the 
relationships between characters and events in the story.

Those Who Dwell Below contains many words and phrases in Inuktitut. If you are not familiar 
with Inuktitut, there is a glossary of all Inuktitut terms used in the story on pages 209–212. 
Ensure that students are aware of the glossary so that they may refer to it while reading.

Pre-Reading Activities
•	 If your class has previously read Those Who Run in the Sky, review the events of the 

story with students. Ask students to recall the characters, events, and conflicts of 
the story. Create a mind map of students’ responses on the whiteboard or a piece of 
chart paper. If your class has not read Those Who Run in the Sky, continue to the next 
pre-reading activity.
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•	 Ask your students to look at the cover of Those Who Dwell Below. Read the title out 
loud and ensure that all your students can see the illustration. Ask students to pre-
dict what they think the story is about, based on the title and the illustration. Record 
students’ predictions and revisit them after they have finished reading.

•	 Read students the following quote from the dedication page in Those Who Dwell 
Below:
 “We do not believe. We fear.” –Aua 

 Tell students that Aua was a shaman who lived in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Ask 
students to share their thoughts about the meaning of the quote. Ask students why 
they think Aviaq Johnston chose to include this quote in the story, and how it may 
connect to the events in the story. 

During and Post-Reading Discussion Questions
The following questions and discussion points can be used during and after reading  
Those Who Dwell Below. Provide students with the chance to voice their own opinions, 
share their experiences, ask questions, or point out anything else they may notice about 
the book.

Chapter 1: The Storyteller
•	 What is the purpose of a qaggiq?
•	 In the qaggiq, Pitu shares the story of his journey. Why do you think Pitu decides to 

share his story with the rest of the village?
•	 Why do you think Pitu chooses to omit certain details of his journey?
•	 Pitu has many responsibilities as a leader and a shaman in his village. How do you 

think Pitu feels about this?
•	 At the end of the chapter, the sun rises after many months of darkness. What might 

the return of the sun represent for Pitu or his village? 

Chapter 2: Tagaaq
•	 Who is Tagaaq? How would you describe Tagaaq?
•	 Pitu tells Tagaaq that he is feeling tired. What might be a more accurate word or 

phrase to describe how Pitu is feeling? 
•	 What are some of the changes that took place in the village when Pitu was gone?
•	 What is Nagliktaujut Nunangat? Describe Nagliktaujut Nunangat. 

Chapter 3: Nightmares
•	 Before reading the chapter, predict what you think will happen based on the chapter 

title. Explain how you arrived at your prediction.
•	 Why does Pitu build his iglu far away from the others in his village?
•	 After reading the chapter, revisit your prediction. Was it correct or incorrect?
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Chapter 4: Mentor
•	 What is unique about the way Pitu and Natsivaq teach Atiq to hunt?
•	 What are some of the hardships that Atiq faced in the past?
•	 What do Pitu and Atiq do after they catch the seal? Why is this significant? 

Chapter 5: Messenger
•	 Why does Pitu struggle through his lessons with Tagaaq?
•	 What changes does Pitu observe in Atiq since he began teaching his brother to hunt?
•	 What does Tiri tell Pitu?
•	 Who is Nuliajuk? Why is she important? 
•	 In this chapter, Pitu receives several warnings. What are the warnings that Pitu receives? 

How do you think Pitu feels when he hears these warnings? 

Chapter 6: Gathering
•	 How does Pitu feel when Ijiraq volunteers to accompany Pitu on his journey to Nu-

vuk? Why does he feel this way?
•	 Who does Pitu speak with when he dreams?
•	 Pitu says that he feels a sense of closure after his conversation with Saima. Can you 

think of a time when you felt this way?   
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Chapter 7: Journey
•	 How do Pitu and Ijiraq feel about Qajaarjuaq? Do you think their feelings will affect their 

journey to Nuvuk?
•	 What warning does Tagaaq give Pitu before the journey begins?
•	 As the first day of their journey ends, how does Pitu feel about Ijiraq? How have his feel-

ings changed from before their journey?
•	 What does Tiri share with Pitu about Nuvuk? 

Chapter 8: Origin
•	 What does the name “Ijiraq” mean? Why do you think this makes Pitu feel uneasy?
•	 Why did Saima’s family allow her to marry Ijiraq, even though she was supposed to marry 

Pitu?
•	 How does Pitu respond to Qajaarjuaq’s anger about being left behind? What does Pitu’s 

response tell you about his personality? 

Chapter 9: Nuvuk
•	 How would you describe Qajaarjuaq’s mood? How does his mood affect the others?
•	 What is special about the dried fish that Pitu shares with the others? How do they feel 

when they eat it? Do you have a favourite food that can change your mood?
•	 As the group approaches Nuvuk, how does the landscape change?
•	 What do Pitu and the others learn about the hardships in Nuvuk from Ka’lak? 

Chapter 10: Ikuma
•	 Briefly summarize the story told by Aqiggiq. What were the consequences of the sha-

man’s actions?
•	 What does Pitu hope to learn from the shaman who lives near Nuvuk?
•	 Who is Ikuma? What can Pitu tell about Ikuma from her clothing and tattoos?
•	 Choose three words to describe Pitu in this chapter. Use evidence from the chapter to 

support your answers. 

Chapter 11: Ukpik
•	 At the beginning of the chapter, what are Pitu and Ijiraq concerned about?
•	 Describe how life changed in Nuvuk after the arrival of Pitu and the others.
•	 In your own words, describe the story of Nuliajuk. What power does Nuliajuk have over 

Inuit?
•	 What does the Owl say is the shaman’s purpose? 

Chapter 12: Preparation
•	 What does Pitu have to make before his journey to see Nuliajuk? Why?
•	 Why do you think the Owl asks Pitu to eat the fish before he leaves to see Nuliajuk? 
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Chapter 13: Ice
•	 Why must Pitu change out of his caribou parka and pants into clothing made out of seal-

skin?
•	 How does Pitu react when the Owl uses his name for the first time?
•	 Describe what Pitu sees when he enters the sea. 

Chapter 14: The Woman Below
•	 Briefly describe Nuliajuk.
•	 What does Pitu conclude about how the dark spirits arrived in Nuvuk?
•	 How does Nuliajuk respond when Pitu asks to cut her hair?
•	 What warning does Nuliajuk give Pitu before he leaves?
•	 What advice does Nuliajuk give Pitu about his relationship with Saima? 

Chapter 15: Nagliktaujuq
•	 What danger does Pitu face when he tries to leave the sea?
•	 Who saves Pitu from danger? Why do you think they saved Pitu?
•	 Why does Pitu ignore Tiri’s plea to stay away from the spirits?
•	 Who are these spirits?  
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Chapter 16: Return
•	 Why do you think Pitu decides to destroy the iglu before returning to Nuvuk?
•	 Why does Pitu tell Qajaarjuaq to leave the village? Do you agree with Pitu’s decision?  

Chapter 17: Darkness
•	 How does Pitu feel when he learns that Qajaarjuaq hurt Ikuma while he was away?
•	 Why did the spirits come to help Ikuma?
•	 What realization does Ikuma have that allows the light to fully return? 

Chapter 18: Quiet
•	 How do the villagers treat Ikuma during her grandmother’s burial?
•	 How does Pitu react when Ikuma uses his name? Why do you think he reacts this 

way?
•	 What does Pitu say the village must do to avoid famine in the future? 

Chapter 19: Nanuq
•	 Explain how Pitu and Ikuma decide where Ikuma will sleep.
•	 How does the journey home differ from the journey to Nuvuk? Why?
•	 Why is Pitu confused about the presence of a frozen seal on the land?
•	 Explain how Ijiraq being attacked by a polar bear was foreshadowed earlier in the story. 

Chapter 20: Home Again 
•	 Why does Pitu think that Tagaaq may have contributed to Qajaarjuaq’s poor be-

haviour?
•	 How does the community react to Pitu’s decision that Qajaarjuaq must live in soli-

tude?
•	 Do you think that living in solitude is an appropriate punishment for Qajaarjuaq’s 

actions? Explain your thinking. Use evidence from the chapter to support your answer.
•	 At the end of the chapter, the shaman says, “Prepare for what he will do next” (page 

205). What do you think she means by this? What might Qajaarjuaq do? 

Additional Questions
•	 If Aviaq Johnston decides to write a third book to follow Those Who Run in the Sky and 

Those Who Dwell Below, what do you think would happen in that story? What events 
would you be interested in reading about? 

•	 In the author’s note (pages 215–217), Aviaq Johnston says, “I consciously chose to de-
pict Nuliajuk in the way I had always imagined her as I was growing up, with a fish tail, 
young and lonely at the bottom of the ocean.” Is the depiction of Nuliajuk in this story 
similar to the version that you are familiar with? If you are not familiar with the story of 
Nuliajuk, what did you learn about this important figure from Inuit traditional stories?
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•	 In Those Who Dwell Below, Pitu has to make a number of decisions. What do you 
think is the most difficult decision that Pitu has to make in the story? 

Extension Activities
•	 Ask students to write a brief epilogue to Those Who Dwell Below. If 

needed, remind students that an epilogue is an additional section 
that appears after the end of the story, and it usually takes place in the 
future. Tell students that authors often use epilogues to explain what 
happens to the characters in the story, and to provide readers with a 
sense of closure. Before students write their epilogues, ask them to 
think about what question they would like to answer in their epilogue. 
For example, if students want to know what happens in the future 
between Pitu and Ikuma, they might write an epilogue that focuses on 
those two characters.

•	 Read students the following quotation, used to describe Qajaarjuaq, 
from Those Who Dwell Below:  

“You act like you are better than us, yet you are about as useful as a 
dull knife” (page 94).

 Explain to students that when Ijiraq compares Qajaarjuaq to 
a dull knife, he is using a figure of speech called a simile.Tell 
students that a simile is a comparison between two things 
using the words “like” or “as.” Provide students with oth-
er examples of similes, such as “cold as ice” or “light as 
a feather.” Ask students to create similes to describe 
the following characters: Pitu, Atiq, Ijiraq, Ikuma, 
Nuliajuk, and the Owl. It may be helpful to complete 
one example together as a class.

•	 Read students the following quotation from Those 
Who Dwell Below:

“The horizon was covered in the orange glow of 
the sun, the clouds in the sky painted pink. The ice 
and snow gleamed, crystals shining in the air and 
upon the ground” (page 50).

 Explain to students that this is an example of descrip-
tive writing, where the author uses details to paint a 
picture with their words. Ask students to write a descrip-
tive paragraph about the conditions on the bottom of the 
Arctic Ocean, the home of Nuliajuk. Allow time for stu-
dents to research Nuliajuk and the Arctic Ocean to inform 
the writing of their descriptive paragraph. 
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